TYR Tactical® Jungle Gunfighter™
• Provides load carriage
• Patented Ballistic Vein® increases load carriage performance, provides a rigid platform, reduces fatigue, stabilizes and enhances soft armor inserts.

TYR Tactical® Jungle Gunfighter™ Foam
• Poly
TYR-BKBLB-JGL-F

TYR Tactical® Jungle Gunfighter™ Armored T52/SP
• Jungle Gunfighter™ Belt-B meets Level II NIJ0101.06 T52/SP
TYR-BKBLB-JGL-T52/SP

Features
• Hard Sewn Adjustable Base Belt with 2” Plastic Buckle
• Suspender and COMA Jungle Yoke Attachment Points
• Top zipper allows the user to easily access poly insert or optional soft armor
• Internal poly insert improves overall belt structure and helps with energy dispersion, which significantly reduces back face deformation when used in conjunction with optional soft armor
• Dim: 5” Height (Back Center Point)

NSN #: 8465016330889, 8465016330854, 8465016331023, 8465016330894, 8465016330893

TYR Tactical® Jungle Gunfighter™ is a semi-custom designed belt based on feedback from special mission units.